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Abstract Rotavirus is a non-enveloped virus that

depends on cellular lipids for cell entry and associates with

lipid rafts during assembly. However, the effects of cellular

lipids on rotavirus assembly are still not fully understood.

The present study analyzes the effects of lovastatin, an

inhibitor of cholesterol biosynthesis, during rotavirus

infection in MA104 cells with regard to viral growth and

particle assembly. Following viral infection, a 2-log rela-

tive reduction of viral titers was observed in drug-treated

cells, while viral mRNA levels in infected cells remained

unaltered in both groups. Furthermore, the levels of some

viral proteins in drug-treated cells were elevated. The

observed discordance between the viral RNA and protein

levels and the decrease in infectivity titers of viral progeny

in the drug-treated cells suggested that the drug affects

viral assembly, the viral proteins not being properly

incorporated into virions. Transmission electron micro-

scopic (TEM) analysis revealed that in drug-treated cells

there was an increase in ‘‘empty-looking’’ rotavirus parti-

cles devoid of an electron-dense core as compared to the

normal, electron-dense particles seen in untreated infected

cells. The present study thus provides visual evidence of

defective rotavirus particle assembly as a result of cho-

lesterol depletion.

Introduction

Cellular lipids are known to play an important role in the

life cycle of many enveloped viruses. As lipids are major

constituents of the cell membrane, it is not surprising that

they are implicated in cell entry mechanisms of many

viruses such as the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV),

Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), coronavirus, and the Semliki

Forest virus (SFV), to name a few [14, 19, 20, 35]. Besides

being involved in viral entry at the membrane level, cel-

lular lipids are also essential for many intracellular

processes of viral proteins such as post-translational fatty

acid modifications (e.g., acylation, myristylation, palmi-

toylation and prenylation) and also play an important role

in enveloped virus assembly and protein trafficking [1, 10,

15, 34].

As lipids are critical to the biology of enveloped viruses,

some of these viruses modulate the host-cell lipid metab-

olism to their advantage, by up- or down-regulating their

lipid synthesis [2, 8, 16, 28]. However, recent reports have

demonstrated the involvement of lipids in the cell biology

of a non-enveloped, double-stranded RNA virus, the
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rotavirus, as well [3, 5, 6, 13, 33]. Rotavirus belongs to the

family Reoviridae and is the leading etiological agent

causing viral gastroenteritis in humans and animals [18,

31]. Parashar et al. [32] estimated a mean of 611,000

(range 454,000–705,000) deaths from rotavirus disease

worldwide per annum. The role of lipids in rotaviral entry,

specific lipid binding of the viral proteins, association of

infectious virions or rotaviral proteins within lipid rafts for

assembly, and release have all been documented [3–6, 13,

17, 29, 33]. Noteworthy among these studies are the ones

that clearly underlined the role of lipid rafts in rotavirus

biology by demonstrating that the viral proteins as well as

the triple-layered infectious particle associate with rafts,

both in culture and in cells of experimentally infected

animals, and that the assembly of VP4 into the viral par-

ticle occurs as an extra-ER event [3–6, 33]. Recently

Delmas et al. [6] reported distinct differences in raft-type

membrane microdomains between Caco-2 cells and

another cell line, MA104 (monkey kidney epithelial cells),

the two most commonly used cell lines for studying rota-

virus replication in vitro. The present study demonstrates

the effect of cholesterol depletion on rotavirus titers and

assembly in MA104 cells by utilizing lovastatin, which

inhibits HMG CoA reductase, the rate-limiting enzyme in

cholesterol biosynthesis. Our analysis revealed that while

the drug treatment apparently reduces rotavirus titers in

MA104 cells, transmission electron microscopy showed

that the cholesterol-lowering drug has a profound effect on

virus assembly and results in accumulation of defective,

‘‘empty-looking’’ particles inside the cell.

Materials and methods

Cells, virus and lipid-lowering drugs

MA104 cells (ATCC, Manassas, VA) were routinely cul-

tured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM)

(Mediatech, Herndon, VA) containing 10% fetal bovine

serum (FBS) (Hyclone, Logan, UT), 2 mM L-glutamine

(Mediatech, Herndon, VA), 50 IU/ml penicillin and 50 lg/

ml streptomycin (Mediatech Inc., Herndon, VA). Simian

(SA11) rotavirus (ATCC, Manassas, VA) was propagated

in MA104 cells as described previously [21, 22].

Lovastatin treatment, cholesterol estimation and virus

infection

A commercially available lovastatin, mevinolin, (Sigma

chemicals, St Louis, MO) was used in the present study,

and a 100 mM stock solution of the drug was prepared in

ethanol and activated as described previously [27]. Prior to

infection, MA104 cells were left untreated or treated with

15 lM of the drug, initially in complete DMEM medium

for 24 h, followed by an additional 12 h incubation with

15 lM mevinolin constituted in serum-free medium. Virus

infection was carried out as described previously [3, 24].

Briefly, SA11 virus was activated with 10 lg/ml of type-V

acetylated trypsin, derived from bovine pancreas (Sigma

Chemicals, St Louis, MO), for 45 min at 37�C and then

overlaid on confluent MA104 cells for 90 min at 37�C.

Following initial virus binding, the inoculum was removed,

and fresh serum-free medium containing 15 lM mevinolin

was added and incubated for 48–72 h. Trypsin was not

included in the serum-free medium so as to enable a

moderately slow infection such that a greater proportion of

the cell monolayer is recovered after 72 h. Cell viability

between the two groups was estimated using the trypan

blue dye exclusion method. Cellular cholesterol content

was estimated using a commercially available colorimetric

kit as per the manufacturer’s instructions (Roche, India-

napolis, USA).

Virus titration

Viral titers were estimated by a fluorescent focus assay

(FFA) enumerating the number of fluorescent cell focus

units (FCFU) per well, as described previously [3, 7].

Briefly, rotavirus-infected cells in triplicate were freeze–

thawed and clarified by centrifugation at 3,0009g for

5 min. Following initial virus binding, the inoculum was

removed, fresh serum-free medium was added, and incu-

bation was continued for 12 h for FFA. Cells were washed

with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and fixed in ice-cold

acetone for 10 min. Infected cells were immuno-stained

with a guinea pig anti-rotavirus NSP5 antibody [12, 23]

and detected by secondary incubation with goat anti-gui-

nea-pig FITC-labeled antibody (Vector, Burlingame, CA).

Slides were mounted with an anti-fade mounting medium

(Vector, Burlingame, CA), and foci of infected cells were

counted under an inverted Nikon fluorescent microscope

(Model: Eclipse TE2000-U, Nikon, USA).

Immunoblot assay

Mock- and rotavirus-infected MA104 cells were washed

with PBS, and lysates were prepared in RIPA buffer

(150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 0.5% sodium deoxy-

cholate, 0.1% SDS, 50 mM Tris, pH 7.2) as per a previous

protocol [26]. The protein concentration in lysates was

estimated using a commercially available kit based on the

Bradford assay (BioRad Labs, Hercules, CA), and a sample

volume equivalent to 20 lg each was loaded and resolved

by sodium dodecyl sulfate-4 to 20% polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis [23–26]. The proteins were then transferred

to a polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane
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(Millipore, USA), and the viral proteins were detected

using antibodies against rotavirus VP4 [30] or NSP2 pro-

teins [12]. Incubation with a secondary, horseradish-

peroxidase-labeled, anti-species IgG antibody (Chemicon,

Temecula, CA) was followed by enhanced chemilumines-

cence signal detection (Pierce, USA). Immunoblots were

also probed with a rabbit polyclonal anti-catalase antibody

(BioMol, Plymouth Meeting, PA) to detect cellular catalase

levels as a ‘‘housekeeping marker’’ to ensure equal protein

loading in each lane.

Viral RNA estimation in infected cells and purified

virus particles

RT-PCR was performed on RNA extracted from viral

particles as well as from infected cells as per a previous

protocol [22, 23]. Briefly, duplicate sets of flasks contain-

ing MA104 cells, treated with or without lovastatin, were

infected with SA11 rotavirus. Following infection, one set

of flasks was used for extracting RNA from the infected

cells, whereas the other set was used for first isolating the

virus particles from infected cells and then extracting RNA

from the purified particles. Virus particles were extracted

from infected cells by repeated freeze–thawing and then

clarified by centrifugation at 3,0009g for 30 min. Virus

particles in the supernatant were pelleted by centrifugation

through a 40% sucrose cushion in a Beckman SW55 rotor

for 90 min at 25,0009g. RNA was extracted using RNA-

Stat (Tel-Test Inc., Friendswood, TX) as described previ-

ously (22, 23). RT-PCR was performed to detect the levels

of gene segments coding for one of the rotavirus structural

proteins, VP7, and a non-structural protein, NSP4, using

appropriate pairs of primers. RNA levels were semi-

quantitated by the end-point dilution method. The VP7

RNA segment was amplified using a set of forward

(50-CGCGGATCCGGCTTTAAAGAGAGAATTTCC-30)
and reverse (50-GATCTCGAGGGTCACATCGAACAAT

TCTAA-30) primers, whereas the NSP4 gene was amplified

using a set of previously published primers for SA11 [25].

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

TEM analysis was performed on rotavirus-infected cells to

analyze the effects of the lipid-lowering drug on rotavirus

assembly by visualizing the particle morphology as previ-

ously described [24]. Briefly, virus-infected MA104 cells

with or without 15 lM mevinolin were incubated for 48 h,

washed with PBS and then trypsinized. Cells were pelleted

and fixed for 2–3 h with 2% glutaraldehyde-2% parafor-

maldehyde in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer, pH 7.3.

Samples were subsequently stored in PBS at 4�C until

further processing. To this end, cells were post-fixed with

2% osmium tetroxide, dehydrated with graded alcohols,

and embedded in epoxy resin. Thin sections were stained

with uranyl acetate and lead citrate and were examined

with a Zeiss EM 912 Omega electron microscope [24].

Results

Reduction of rotavirus titer in lovastatin-treated MA104

cells

MA104 cells treated with or without 15 lM lovastatin for

at least 36 h prior to infection and for another 72 h post-

infection (hpi) were tested for cell viability. As reported

earlier, trypan blue staining did not reveal any significant

difference in cell viability between drug-treated and

untreated MA104 cells [9]. Cellular cholesterol analysis

revealed that lovastatin-treated cells undergo a 35–45%

reduction in cholesterol levels when compared to normal

MA104 cells. Once it was established that the drug was

producing its desired cholesterol-reducing effect at 15 lM

concentration without significantly affecting cell viability,

rotaviral titers at the various time points were estimated by

FFA. Time-course analysis revealed that rotaviral titers

were comparable between the normal and drug-treated

cells at early time points between 12 and 24 h, suggesting

no reduction in initial infectivity due to lovastatin treat-

ment (Fig. 1). However, by 48–72 h, a reduction in viral

Fig. 1 Effect of a lipid-lowering drug on rotavirus infection.

Following lovastatin treatment (see ‘‘Materials and methods’’), cells

were infected and samples collected at 12, 24, 48 and 72 h post-

infection (hpi). Virus was extracted by repeated freeze–thawing, and

viral titers were analyzed by fluorescent focus assay (FFA). As shown

in the figure, viral titers in the lovastatin-treated group are quite

similar to the control group in the initial phase of infection (12–24 h).

However, by 48 and 72 h there is a drastic reduction, greater than a

2-log difference (P \ 0.05), in viral titers in the drug-treated group

compared to the control group
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titers of more than two logs was observed in lovastatin-

treated cells when compared to normal cells (Fig. 1).

Lovastatin-treated cells demonstrate increased levels

of rotavirus proteins

To analyze whether the lovastatin-induced reduction in

viral titers was due to a reduction in viral translation, viral

protein levels were compared between rotavirus-infected

normal and lovastatin-treated MA104 cells. Immunoblot

analysis revealed that the viral protein levels, represented

by VP4 and NSP2, were unchanged until the earlier time

point of 24 hpi. However, by 48 hpi the VP4 and NSP2

levels were increased multifold compared to protein levels

in normal rotavirus-infected cells (Fig. 2). The levels of

catalase protein were uniform in all wells, indicating an

equal protein concentration in all lanes (Fig. 2).

Lovastatin-treated cells exhibit similar levels of viral

mRNA as untreated cells

The RT-PCR analysis indicated that the mRNA levels of

gene segment 9 (VP7) within the infected cells remained

unchanged between the drug-treated and normal MA104

cells at 72 hpi (Fig. 3). However, when mRNA of gene 9

from purified particles was subjected to RT-PCR, the

results indicated a substantial decrease in viral RNA levels

in particles derived from the drug-treated cells. To ensure

reproducibility, mRNA levels of an additional rotavirus

gene, segment 10 (NSP4), was tested as well by RT-PCR.

Since results from the gene 10 (NSP4) and gene 9 (VP7)

levels were identical in the RT-PCR analysis, only VP7

findings are presented as a representation of the analysis

(Fig. 3).

Lovastatin-treated infected cells produce

‘‘empty-looking’’ rotavirus particles

Given our results so far that free viral proteins were

abundantly synthesized in the drug-treated cells, while the

virus infectivity titers were decreased, we hypothesized

that proper viral assembly is affected by the drug treatment.

To test this hypothesis, we performed transmission electron

microscopic analysis of rotavirus-infected MA104 cells

treated with or without lovastatin treatment. The analysis

indicated that untreated MA104 cells produce, to a large

extent, normal virus particles with an electron-dense core

(Fig. 4). However, the drug-treated cells had a relatively

much lower number of normal virus particles but with an

increased number of ‘‘empty-looking’’ particles that lack a

characteristic electron-dense core (Fig. 5), suggesting a

defect in virus assembly. These empty particles were uni-

formly sized and were closer in size to the triple-layered

rotavirus particle (minus the VP4 spikes), ruling out the

possibility that these empty structures could be cellular

vesicles. Although previous reports have demonstrated that

lipid depletion affects rotaviral protein targeting and par-

ticle assembly, this has not bee supported by in situ visual

evidence.

In order to gain a quantitative estimate of the observed

difference in virus assembly at 48 hpi between the drug-

Fig. 2 Effect of lovastatin on viral protein levels. Infected-cell

lysates from drug-treated and control cells were analyzed to

demonstrate viral protein levels by immunoblot assay. Rotavirus

antibodies against a structural (VP4) and a non-structural (NSP2)

protein were used to detect viral protein levels in both cell lysates.

Increased levels of both VP4 and NSP2 proteins are observed in the

statin-treated cells by 48 hpi. Cellular catalase levels, detected by

using a rabbit anti-catalase antibody, are indicated to demonstrate

equal protein loading in all of the lanes

Fig. 3 Estimation of viral RNA from cells and purified viral particle

population. In order to evaluate the effects of lovastatin on rotavirus

RNA levels within cells (a) and in purified viral particles (b),

RT-PCR was performed to detect the levels of rotavirus VP7 gene by

the end-point dilution method. Serial twofold dilutions of the viral

RNA were carried out for the analysis. Intracellular viral RNA levels

were comparatively similar in both the drug-treated and control

groups (a). On the other hand, purified particles (containing a mixture

of complete and incomplete particles) reveal a drastic reduction of

RNA levels in this mixed population of virus particles derived from

the drug-treated cells (b). This indicates that the empty particles may

be devoid of any viral RNA. Molecular weights (in base pairs) are

indicated on the left side of the image
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treated and control groups, electron micrographs of areas

containing both populations of particles were taken at

random per cell. Micrographs were printed at a magnifi-

cation of approximately 60,0009 and coded to blind the

study, and the viral particles were counted and classified. A

total of 1,663 particles were counted in 6 micrographs of

normal cells. Of these, 1,392 (84%) had a dense core and

271 (16%) lacked the dense core. In the lovastatin-treated

cells, out of a total of 1016 particles counted from 6

micrographs, 641 (63%) had dense cores and 375 (37%)

were ‘‘empty-looking’’ particles lacking the electron-dense

core. This clearly demonstrated that lovastatin-treated cells

contained a higher proportion of aberrant virus particles

than the control group.

Fig. 4 In situ analysis of

rotavirus infection at 48 hpi in

normal and drug-treated cells by

transmission electron

microscopy (TEM). Rotavirus-

infected cells were processed as

described in ‘‘Materials and

methods’’ and analyzed by

TEM. Three different

representative micrographs each

of normal and drug-treated

MA104 cells infected with

rotavirus SA11 are indicated

here. Normal MA104 cells

infected with rotavirus contain

characteristic normal rotavirus

particles that contain an

electron-dense core, as

indicated by filled arrows. A

small proportion of the particles

within the normal cells lack the

electron-dense core and appear

as empty particles, as indicated

by open arrows. In statin-treated

cells, an increase was observed

in the number of ‘empty-

looking’ particles that exhibit

the lack of an electron-dense

core (indicated by open arrows).

A specific area of the

micrograph (indicated by a line
arrow) is magnified as an inset

image for greater resolution. N
nucleus, V viroplasm.

Magnification bar represents

300 nm
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Discussion

The present study demonstrates that cholesterol depletion

by lovastatin treatment results in defective rotavirus par-

ticle assembly in MA104 cells. The concentration of

lovastatin (15 lM) used in the present study is in concur-

rence with previously published reports in which results

from a trypan blue cell viability assay revealed no

significant difference in cell viability between normal and

the drug-treated cells, suggesting that the drug does not

adversely affect cell viability at the concentration used [9].

It is well established that lovastatin reduces intracellular

cholesterol levels and that cellular cholesterol is required

for rotavirus infectivity and assembly [3–6, 9, 13, 33].

However, so far there have been no reports suggesting a

direct effect of lovastatin on viral protein levels in the

Fig. 5 TEM analysis of

purified virus from normal and

drug-treated cells at 48 hpi.

Virus was extracted as

described in ‘‘Materials and

methods’’ and subjected to TEM

analysis. Three different

representative micrographs each

of virus extracted from normal

and drug-treated MA104 cells

are indicated here. Virus

extracts purified from normal

MA104 cells contain more

characteristic normal rotavirus

particles that contain an

electron-dense core (indicated

by filled arrows). Virus material

extracted from drug-treated

cells demonstrates an increase

in the number of ‘empty-

looking’ particles that lack an

electron-dense core (indicated

by open arrows). A specific area

of the micrograph (indicated by

a line arrow) is magnified as an

inset image for greater

resolution. Magnification bar
represents 100 nm
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infected cell. In this report, to investigate whether there

was any difference in the availability of viral structural

proteins and the non-structural proteins for virus assembly

following lovastatin treatment, we selected VP4, which

represents a viral structural protein and NSP2, as a repre-

sentative non-structural protein, to measure viral protein

levels. A reduction in the levels of either of these proteins

would have indicated a direct effect on virus assembly and

infectivity. However, the present analysis revealed an

increase in viral protein levels following lovastatin treat-

ment, which was unexpected and suggested that although

the viral proteins were readily available in abundance, due

to a mechanism that has not yet been identified, rotaviral

assembly was being negatively affected. A very similar

effect had been reported previously with Rous sarcoma

virus infectivity in cells treated with another lipid-reducing

agent, cerulenin [11]. However, in this case too, the

underlying mechanism is not known.

Previous studies have demonstrated an association of

triple-layered infectious rotavirus virions with cellular

membrane-associated lipid rafts and the loss of such

association following treatment of the cells with a lipid-

lowering drug [3–6, 17, 33]. So far, all of these reports

have demonstrated the biochemical role of cholesterol in

viral entry and association of viral proteins and infectious

virions with lipid rafts, but none have conclusively pro-

vided visual demonstration of the effect of lipid-lowering

drugs on virion assembly. In contrast, the current study

presents visual evidence of the effects of cellular lipid-

lowering, drug-mediated perturbations in rotavirus biology

related to virus assembly.
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